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OMM Media Sdn Bhd is a Malaysian digital media company
known for its creative stories and lifestyle contents.

We specialize in crafting impactful digital content tailored for
our clients, including articles, social media posts, and video
production. Founded in 2013 as a personal project, we evolved
into a collaborative Independent Media Company in 2017. 

Our portfolio includes government ministries
and renowned brands like McDonald's, GSC,
IWK and many othes. In October 2022, we
proudly received the IKON Brand Awards for
Most Influential Brand in Media industry.

We have also received recognition for our
work, such as IKON Brand Awards 2022 in
October 2022.
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https://business.facebook.com/creatorstudio/insights_pages_overview#
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OUR  

Embark on gastronomic adventure with our foodie and
travel page. MANAMANA links up with food
enthusiasts through tasty articles, captivating videos,
and social media that's like a delightful experience.
 
Fulfill your love for food and awaken your desire to
explore new places with our carefully chosen mix of
delicious foods and exciting journeys.

Find tasty dishes, discover hidden culinary treasures
where each bite has a story, and every place is a
flavorful discovery.

manamanamana    BRANDSBRANDS



OUR  BRANDS

TAIKO captures your attention with the hottest
products, the latest trends, must-attend events,
and unbeatable sales promotions, all delivered
straight to your mobile feed every day. 

We're dedicated to boosting brands and driving
sales through the power of social media,
specializing in crafting dynamic sales campaigns
and warehouse events that resonate with your
target audience. 
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In today's digital age, KOLLABR8 aims to bridge
the gap between brands and influencers
authentically, forming partnerships that go
beyond current trends to make a lasting
impression on brand awareness.

Our expertise lies in identifying and collaborating
with social media influencers, creating
campaigns to smoothly bring together different
services, making sure that brands and influencers
not only connect better but also grow their
partnerships.
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PAST  PROJECTS
SOCIAL MEDIA POST



VIDEO  PRODUCTION



FOODIE  CONTENT
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THANK
YOU

GOT QUESTION?

017-4266-017
ask@omm.media

REACH US OUT!


